We propose classification schemes for characterizing two-dimensional topological phases with nontrivial weak indices. Here, "weak" implies that the Chern number in the corresponding phase is trivial, while the system shows edge states along specific boundaries.
I. INTRODUCTION
The emerging field of the topological insulator has fascinated a broad perspective of physicists, both theoretical 1 and experimental, 2 because its main idea was simple 3 and the resulting topological properties are robust against disorder; i.e., in a sense, universal. It has proven to be realistic and "almost ubiquitous". 4 It even exists naturally. 5 In addition to be simple, robust and realistic, it may also be useful. The "dark" surface of the so-called "weak" topological insulators (WTI) could be etched and patterned, in order to realize a topologically protected nanocircuit. 6 In contrast to the more standard "strong" topological insulator (STI) that exhibits a single protected Dirac cone (a topologically protected metallic state) on its surface, the WTI is called weak, because it exhibits an even number of Dirac cones that are not necessarily protected. A sufficient amount and a type of disorder may wash out characteristic features of the surface Dirac states. 7, 8 However, this does not mean that disorder has destroyed all the topological nature of the WTI phase. Under the fragile, and damaged surface states, topological nontriviality is simply hidden; it continues to survive, and manifests when a proper circumstance arrives, e.g., when an appropriate nano-pattern is either formed artificially or naturally 9 on the cleaved surface, or in the bulk (in the from of a dislocation line), paving the way for opening a 1D protected "perfectly conducting" channel. 10 Unfortunately, there have not been many experimental papers that have reported on the nature of such WTI, based on a study of stoichiometric compounds. 11 In this regard, it would be worth mentioning the so-called topological crystalline insulator (TCI). 12, 13 Unlike for the more standard Z 2 topological insulator, the spin-orbit coupling is not indispensable for TCI. TCI is protected by crystalline symmetry, 14 and exhibits an even number of Dirac cones on its surface; therefore, regarded as a variant of WTI. Such surface states of the TCI have been observed experimentally. 15, 16 Another context in which the WTI has started to be much discussed is the superlattice of a STI and an ordinary insulator (OI). Such a superlattice has been originally proposed for realizing a 3D Weyl semimetal by adjusting the ratio of the two constituent layers. 17 More recently, there are increasing number of such a superlattice generalization of the topological insulator, and a possibility of realizing and even controlling (by changing the superlattice structure) various WTI phases [18] [19] [20] that has seemed to be hard to be realized in stoichiometric materials.
Here in this paper, we focus on 2D models, for simplicity, and attempt to make detailed analysis and comparison of the WTI phases realized in superlattice and nonsuperlattice models. We study variants of the so-called Wilson-Dirac model showing weak as well as strong topological phases. Here, "strong" means that the ground state is characterized by a nontrivial Chern number, while in the "weak" case the same is characterized by a vanishing Chern number, yet shows edge states along specific boundaries. We consider such variations of the Wilson-Dirac model as with (i) anisotropic Wilson terms, (ii) next nearest neighbor hopping terms, and also (iii) a superlattice generalization of the model. We show that protection of the edge states in such WTI phases stems from quantization of the Berry phase on an appropriate Wilson loop. This mechanism of topological protection is much related to that of graphene's (flat band) edge modes in the so-called "zigzag" edge geometry.
21,22
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce our models and summarize their basic properties. A graphic way to classify weak and strong topological phases is outlined in Sec. III. Discussion on the superlattice model is started in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we study the structure of its phase diagram in detail, and show some analytic formulas for phase boundaries. Weak topological phases in the superlattice model are further analyzed from the viewpoint of quantized Berry phase associated with a Wilson loop. Sec. VI is devoted to conclusions. 
II. MODELS AND THEIR BASIC PROPERTIES
To realize a topologically nontrivial insulating phase on a lattice in crystalline solids, let us consider the following variation of the Wilson-Dirac type Hamiltonian.
23-25
The model is defined on a 2D square lattice in the tightbinding approximation as
where
are, respectively, on-site potential and nearest neighbor hopping terms. Let us first assume that the Wilson terms b µ and the strength of hopping t µ are both isotropic:
Then, in (crystal) momentum space, and in the longwavelength approximation the Hamiltonian specified by Eqs. (1) and (2) reproduces the standard Wilson-Dirac form:
Either on each site r in real space, or at a given momentum k in the BZ, this model Hamiltonian takes a 2 × 2 minimal matricial form. On one hand, the matrix nature of the Hamiltonian stems from an orbital degree of freedom inherent to its construction. In the presence of real spin degrees of freedom possibly with the presence of time reversal symmetry a similar minimal representation of the effective Hamiltonian becomes 4 × 4.
23 On the other hand, if the matrix nature is due to the particle-hole symmetry of Bogoliubov-de Gennes type, this Hamiltonian can be regarded as that for p + ip superconductors. In this case, the hopping term and the Wilson term in Eqs. (2) or (4) become the pairing gap and the kinetic term, respectivey. More rigorous equivalence is summarised in Appendix A.
As demonstrated in various contexts this isotropic version of the Wilson-Dirac model exhibits only the strong topological (STI) and the ordinary (OI) insulating phases, which realize in regimes: either (i) 0 < m/b < 4 or (ii) 4 < m/b < 8 (for STI), and m/b < 0 or 8 < m/b (for OI). In between there is a room for realizing a gapless Dirac semimetallic state in the clean limit.
26,27
Since one of our purposes of the present paper is to study the variety of topological phases the Wilson-Dirac model has, especially to quantify 2D weak topological insulating (WTI) phases, we consider in the remainder of the paper, three typical variation of this uniform limit. We first allow the Wilson term b µ to be anisotropic. Secondly, we extends the model to include next nearest neighbor hopping terms.
28 Finally we consider a superlattice generalization of the the original Hamiltonian [Eq.
(1) and (2)]. 
Let us consider the case of b x = b y . This leads to a visible increase in the diversity of topological phases [see FIG. 1 (a) ]. As shown in this phase diagram, topological classification of the system into nine different types is no longer simply due to a single combination of parameters, as it was the case in the uniform limit; the single combination was m/b, but a function of e.g., m/b x and b y /b x as is the case in FIG. 1 (a) . Two types of STI phases are specified in panel (a): shown either in red or in blue. They correspond to a different (nontrivial) Chern number: N = ±1, and can be identified by numerically estimating this number N . Vanishing of the Chern number N , on contrary, does not necessarily mean that all of the parameter regions in this category are topologically identical and trivial.
To uncover such topologically non-trivial phases in the N = 0 sector let us introduce the following set of bulk band indices, 29 associated with four Dirac points, k D = (0, 0), (π, 0), (0, π), (π, π), inherent to the model. Table I lists a composition of such indices in the different topological phases so far identified and named in FIG. 3  and in FIG. 5 . Here, in our two band model, the band indices are either + or −, which is defined by the sign of the mass terms taking into account the sign of the γ-matrices in the continuum limit in such a way that each index gives the Chern number δ k /2.
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The band indices δ k can be determined in the following way. The tight-binding Hamiltonian Eq.(1) and (2) can be rewritten in momentum space as
At the neighborhood of the four Dirac points k = k D + p , Eq. (5) can be expressed as follow,
by using k · p-approximation. The specific values oft x , t y andm for each symmetric points k D are shown in TABLE II. Then one can define δ k such that 
Let us define the set of four indices at k D by
Then, the four elements of ∆ are related to the Chern number N as
In Eq. (9) each of the four elements (1/2)δ k = ±1/2 is a contribution from a Dirac point at k D = Γ, X, Y, M ; this is a standard Dirac cone argument for the Chern number. For the Chern numbers of more generic models, see Sec. IV A, in which we show the details of the method of the numerical calculation. Furthermore, ∆ contains more information than the single Chern number, and allow for full classification not only of the OI and STI, but also of a variety of weak TI phases. Namely, from ∆ we can know the Berry phases of the continuum Dirac fermions at a given loop in the Brillouin zone. It has been shown that the Berry phase is quantized as 0 or π for the model with chiral symmetry, which implies, respectively, no edge state and an edge state [more precisely, even edge states and odd edge states] at the zero energy if the model has boundaries.
2131, 32 To be more specific, another combination,
yielding a new quantum number (the Berry phase in unit of π) N x (k x ) at k x = 0 and at k x = π, specifies whether the edge spectrum crosses (if N x mod 2 = 1) [or not (if N x mod 2 = 0)] at this momentum k x , while a different combination,
leads to still another quantum number N y (k y ) [at k y = 0 and at k y = π], and determines whether the edge spectrum crosses (if N y mod 2 = 1) [or not (if N y mod 2 = 0)] at the momentum k y . Eqs. (10), (11) (a) is indeed divided into five subregions: OI, OI, WTI-x, WTI−x and WTI-y, in which the last three correspond to weak topological phases. In the WTI-x and WTI-y phases, two Dirac points (= crossing of the two branches of edge spectrum) appear at k 1D = 0 and at π on the edge of a ribbon organized in the direction specified by its name, while the spectrum is gapped (no Dirac point) when the ribbon is perpendicular to that direction. In analogy with the weak indices introduced for specifying different WTI phases in 3D, 29,33-35 the above WTI-x and WTI-y phases may be represented, respectively, by analogous "weak indices" (ν 1 , ν 2 ) = (1, 0), and (ν 1 , ν 2 ) = (0, 1).
B. Next-nearest neighbor hopping model
Let us then consider a variation with next-nearest neighbor (NNN) hopping:
Here, the Wilson terms are assumed to be isotropic : 
The edge spectrum in the STIN =2 phase. Here, the ribbon is extended along the x-axis, while the same spectrum is obtained for a ribbon along the y-axis.
was proposed that the model exhibits also weak phases, but with edge modes that appear both in the x-and ydirections. 28 , these two Dirac cones stem from the Chern number N = ±2, and the two regions should be regraded as STI phases. In WTI phases of the anisotropic model the two low-lying edge modes at k = 0 and k = π are counter-propagating, while here, the edge modes are co-propagating, in consistency with different Chern numbers in the two phases.
C. The superlattice model
The final and the most focused variation, as far as this paper is concerned, of the original model [Eq. (1) and (2)] is the superlattice generalization. Here, we choose to allow the (half) band gap, the parameter m that appear in definition of the on-site potential term V in Eq. (2) to become r-depepndent: m → m(r); V becomes also r-dependent:
and alternates such that
i.e., for sake of the simplicity, we consider the case of such patterns that vary as
, · · · ) on subsequent rows on the square lattice. The spatial profile of the change of this mass term is chosen to be a vertical stripe (a onedimensional periodic pattern, periodic in the x-direction, while translationally invariant in the y-direction), modeling a semiconductor superlattice, recently fabricated as a three-dimensional layered system. 20, 36 The advantage of the superlattice construction is that one can, in principle, arbitrarily change and control the profile of this pattern.
It is instructive to represent the tight-binding Hamiltonian, now specified by Eqs. (1), (2), (14) and (15) in Fourier space. For ABAB· · · type superlattice, this becomes
while in the case of AABAAB· · · like pattern the same Fourier space Hamiltonian is represented by
. Reflecting the real space periodicity q (e.g., q = 2 for the ABAB, and q = 3 for AABAAB superlattices), the Fourier space Hamiltonian H(k) is represented by a q × q block matrix. The periodicity q and magnitudes of the band gap m A , m B , · · · are control parameters at the level of experimental condition and material design.
As demonstrated in FIG. 3 changing theses parameters, we can generate different topological phases. One of our eventual purposes would be, by controlling them, to switch on and off topologically protected 1D channels in nanocircuits embeded in a system of topological insulator superlattices. 3. In the NNN hopping model, there appear STI N =2 and STI N =−2 phases with a nontrivial Chern number N = ±2.
Here, we first introduce a graphic representation of the above classification by the Chern number [point (1) above], introduced in Refs. 37,38 , which allows for characterization of the strong properties, then extends this idea to be applicable to characterize weak properties.
A. A graphic characterization of the strong topological properties
Let us focus on a mapping R from the BZ torus (T 2 ): a 2D space spanned by k = (k x , k y ) to a closed surface R[T 2 ] that appears as a trajectory of a 3D vector R(k) defined in a 3D parameter space: R = (R x , R y , R z ). Here, the mapping R encodes information on the WilsonDirac Hamiltonian, [specified by Eqs. (1), (2), in case (i), while Eqs. (1), (2) and (12), in case (ii)] represented in momentum space as
As shown in Refs.
37,38 , information on the bulk Chern number N , which is defined as the value of Berry curvature integrated over the 2D BZ torus, can be transcribed, in the 3D R-parameter space, into the number of times N covering in which the origin in the target R-space is covered by the closed surface R[ 
B. A new classification scheme for identifying WTI phases
To extract the Berry phase characterizing the weak topological properties from the same mapping R, let us consider a straight line C ky [k x ] or C kx [k y ] in the BZ, at either k x (for C = C ky ) or k y (for C = C kx ) fixed, which represents a closed loop on the BZ torus. To characterize the weak properties in our models, we will be specifically concerned about how R maps these closed loops on the BZ torus; especially, C ky [k x ] at k x = 0 and π, as well as C kx [k y ] at k y = 0 and π. Generally, mapping of these closed loops represents also a closed loop in the R-space. Note also that these loops in the target space:
, but always on a plane that includes the origin in the R-space. This implies that on the given loop, the model has chiral symmetry, and hence, the Berry phase should be quantized, as mentioned in Sec. II A. 21 If R[C[k µ ]] encircles the origin, then the two branches of the corresponding edge spectrum in a ribbon geometry laid in the µ-direction cross at this value of k µ , while if it does not encircles the origin, the spectrum is generally gapped at the same k µ . 
IV. PHASE DIAGRAM OF THE SUPERLATTICE MODEL
The above classification scheme outlined in Sec. III is no longer applicable to the superlattice model, since the superlattice structure introduces supplementary matrix nature to the model (in addition to the original 2 × 2 structure) which is antithetical to the manifold scheme. Yet, the two dimensionality of the model allows, at least, for calculation of the Chern number that can be used for classifying topologically nontrivial phases. Here, applying the prescription of Ref. 39 to the superlattice system, we estimate numerically the Chern number at different points in the (m A , m B )-plane for a given strength of hopping t.
A. Calculation of the Chern number in multiband systems and in the discretized BZ
For the multi-band systems, we calculate the Berry connection and curvature on the discretized Brillouin zone developed in Ref. 39 . On the square lattice composed of the set of discretized momentum k ℓ on the Brillouin
where j µ = 0, 1, · · · , L µ , the Berry connection is defined by the link variable
whereμ stands for the unit lattice vector to k µ direction, µ = 2π/L µ . Manifestly gauge invariant Berry curvature is then given by the plaquette variable
where the branch of ln is restricted to F ∈ (−π, π). A lattice analogue of the vortices is defined as follows. Let A µ (k ℓ ) be a gauge potential defined by
where the branch is also defined by A µ ∈ (−π, π). We can show
where ∆ µ is the forward difference operator, and n xy (k ℓ ) is a local integer field taking |n xy | ≤ 2. This n-field can be regarded as the vortices on the lattice. The Chern number is given by
B. Phase diagram: specific features
To understand the structure of the phase diagram shown in FIG. 3 it is convenient to first recall what happens on the uniform line: m A = m B . The uniform limit of the present model is nothing but "one half", say, the spin-up part of the BHZ model"
23 . Also, this occurs naturally on a diagonal line m A = m B in phase diagrams of FIG. 3. In the uniform limit, there appear three different topological phases, i.e., one trivial or ordinary (OI phase), and two (strong) topological insulator (quantum anomalous Hall) phases with a protected gapless edge mode propagating either in the clockwise (STI+ phase in our definition) or in the anti-clockwise (STI− phase) direction.
Away from the uniform limit, it is convenient to consider a phase diagram in the (m A , m B )-plane at fixed hopping t. At each point on this plane we estimate numerically the Chern number to determine which of the three topological classes (OI, STI+ and STI−) the system belongs to. The resulting phase diagram is shown in  FIG. 3 [panels (a) and (d) ]. So far we have focused on the regions of the phase diagram (such as the ones in FIG. 3) painted either in blue or in red, corresponding to regions of non-trivial Chern number N = ±1. Let us focus on the part in which these blue and red regions are extended and then "overlap". In this viewpoint the overlap of the two nontrivial regions (i.e., the region corresponding to parts named "WTI-y" in FIG. 5) is a trivial region with a vanishing Chern number N = 0 (unpainted, or painted in white). It looks as if there is a color mixture rule such that blue+red=white, or simply the Chern numbers add to each other. The su- perlattice composed of alternating stripes with a Chern numbers N = 1 and N = −1, gives rise to a phase with N = 0. However, as implied by its name, the WTI-y phase is not actually topologically trivial, but exhibits protected gapless edge states in a finite geometry. This can be explicitly verified by numerical diagonalization of the tight-binding Hamiltonain in systems with an edge or edges. The spectrum of such edge modes is shown in  FIG. 4 . Here, we have employed the ribbon geometry (a system with one periodic and one open boundary condition) so that we can distinguish cases in which the edges are either parallel or perpendicular to the superlattice structure. Naturally, WTI is an abbreviation of the weak topological insulator. We call this phase "weak", because there are two "Dirac cones" on a surface, say, in a ribbon geometry. Here, what we mean by a Dirac cone is a crossing of the two branches of the edge state, one localized at the left, and the other at the right edge of the ribbon. In the weak phase, this crossing occurs at two points of the now one-dimensional Brillouin zone, e.g. k y ∈ [−π, π], and it occurs actually at the two points of the BZ, k y = 0 and at k y = π. WTI-"y", because the protected edge states appear only in the ribbon organized in the y-direction.
As demonstrated in FIG. 4 , this nontrivial phase with a vanishing Chern number N = 0 exhibits protected gapless states depending on whether the edges are parallel or perpendicular to the superlattice. A similar phenomenon is known and considered to be a characteristic feature of the more generic 3D WTI phases.
Another example of such a nontrivial weak phase can be found in some of the unpainted fragments of the N = 0 regions in FIG. 3, which are named in FIG. 5 the "WTIx phase". As suggested in its name, a pair of protected edge states appear in this phase in a ribbon laid in the x-direction.
V. BULK-EDGE CORRESPONDENCE IN THE SUPERLATTICE MODEL
We have so far seen different topological phases in the superlattice model, and their phase boundaries from two different points of view: one from the Chern number in the bulk, the other from existence vs. absence of edge states. There is, indeed, a one-to-one correspondence between the two viewpoints. Existence of such a correspondence is sometimes regarded as a defining property of the topologically nontrivial system. Here, in this section we make more explicit the nature of this bulk-edge correspondence in the present superlattice model. Table I , one can empirically verify the following (very important) observation: if one crosses such a phase boundary corresponding to gap closing at a given momentum k, then the corresponding element of ∆, introduced in Eq. (8) and listed in Table I , alters (its sign) on the opposing sides the phase boundary.
This observation combined with the assertions associated with Eqs. (10) and (11) [on the (co)relation between the appearance of edge modes and the value of quantum numbers N x and N y ] signifies that such a "skeleton" phase diagram as shown in FIG. 5 , determined simply by the trajectory of the gap closing in the parameter space at discrete Dirac points in the BZ, contain a full topological information. That is to say, one can fully tell from it whether, where and under what conditions i.e., in which type of the ribbon geometry (x-oriented or y-oriented), the system exhibits protected edge modes. In the remainder of the paper, we further analyze and reveal why the simple set of (band) indices introduced in Eq. (8) acquires such a predictive power.
B. Rationalization by a transfer-matrix type argument
Consider, for simplicity, a ribbon laid in the xdirection, and introduce ρ = e iky . Focusing on one of the edges of the ribbon, say, the one at y = 0, let us ask how the wave function of the edge state penetrates from the boundary y = 0 into the bulk region: y > 0. To cope with the boundary condition that each component of the wave function vanishes, its scalar part ψ(y) is supposed to vary as
where ρ'are different solutions of the eigenvalue equation:
E is the (energy) level of the edge solution, which turns out be null to be compatible with the boundary condition at k x = 0 or π (at chirally symmetric points). In Eq. (26) H = H(k) is regarded as a function of ρ at k x = 0 or π.
For the solution (25) to be normalizable in the region: y > 0, the condition |ρ 1,2 | < 1 must hold. Thus, in the present context, verifying the correspondence between the bulk and edge properties has reduces to establishing the equivalence of the following two conditions: (i) the bulk condition: det H(k x , 0) = 0 or det H(k x , π) = 0 and (ii) the edge condition: 
or by det H(0, π) = 0 on a different surface: Similarly, at k x = π, the bulk condition is satisfied either by det H(π, 0) = 0 on the surface:
or by det H(π, π) = 0 on
On these surfaces the edge condition |ρ(k x = π)| = 1 is satisfied. Cross sections of these surfaces at t/b = 1. The fact that (i) the bulk and (ii) the edge conditions are satisfied on the same surfaces given by Eqs. (27) , (28), (29) and (30) suggests that an enhanced version of the standard bulk-edge correspondence holds here in our system that involves both strong and weak topological properties. Note that the standard bulk-edge correspondence involves only strong properties.
C. The Berry phase on a discretized Brillouin zone
For the multi-band systems, the Berry phase is computed on the discretized Brillouin zone (19) by the use of the link valiable defined in Eq. (20) as the so-called Wilson loop such that
We take the U(1) link valuables U kµ (k ℓ ) along a contour C kµ . Typically, the contour C kµ is chosen to be a (closed) path traversing the entire BZ, "closed" in the viewpoint in which the BZ is regarded as a torus (for the definition of contour C, see Sec. III B). The present model, as well as the original twocomponent Wilson-Dirac model, has particle-hole symmetry, which is enhanced to chiral symmetry at the four Dirac points k = (0, 0), (π, 0), (0, π), (π, π). At these points, W = 1 and W = −1 correspond to the Berry phase 0 and π, respectively. tion on the y-oriented ribbon (see also Table III) . Thus, the quantum numbers N x and N y are given topological meaning: 
at k x = 0, π and k y = 0, π, where n x and n y are arbitrary integers: n x , n y = 0, ±1, ±2, · · · .
VI. SUMMARY
Motivated by recent experimental 36 realization and subsequent theoretical studies 20,41 of a superlattice gen-eralization of the topological insulator, we have developed an extensive theoretical analysis of such a system, using a model defined on a two-dimensional square lattice. First by close diagnosis of the phase digram composed of various types of topologically different phases, we have established a strong correspondence between the bulk and edge properties. The reason why we specify that this correspondence is "strong" was the following. The word, "bulk-edge correspondence", 42 one of the key terminologies in the field of topological insulators, signifies an idea that (is believed to) hold in the classification of any type of topological non-triviality. But in the standard use of the terminology in the field, it refers usually to k-integrated topological features; such as the existence vs. absence of a (pair of) protected gapless bound (localized) state(s) at the edge (of, say, a ribbon geometry) [in the entire spectrum; (entire) = (bulk) + (edge) modes, and in the entire Brillouin zone (BZ)], in short, whether there is an edge mode that traverses the entire bulk energy gap, in the context of how this is related to the (non)triviality of the bulk Chern number, or its derivatives (other topological numbers) that is to say, Berry curvature integrated over k, over the entire BZ. The strong correspondence, here, addressed in this paper deals with k-selective information, and refers to the so-called "weak" properties. An important by-product of this analysis was the Berry phase π/2 that has appeared in the sum rule in Eqs. (10), (11) .
In the second half of the paper we have proposed and established how the strong correspondence of the bulk and edge properties that plays a central role in the understanding of the phase digram of various (weak) topological phases is related to the quantized Berry phase along (Berry curvature integrated over) a Wilson loop. In the latter terminology, the choice of the loop (the contour of integration) is k-selective and allows for encoding information on the weak topological properties. Finally, relevance of such "weak" topological properties as discussed in this paper has also been pointed in a slightly different context: i.e., in the study of network models 43 and in the context of the entanglement spectrum of topologically nontrivial phases. 
